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“ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION” – USB Charger Station  

Smart IC charging innovation for your smartphone & tablet 
 
 
HONG KONG, 19 October 2017 
 
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION – a 
luxurious USB charger station which supports easy docking and quick charging of multiple mobile devices. 
 
The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION features the revolutionary 3D Tree Array Docking surface 
with a soft silicone rubber 3-dimensional pin array. The array of pins was specifically crafted to dock 
multiple devices of varying sizes with ease and comfort. The innovative Smart IC Auto Control technology 
automatically negotiates the best charging current for your devices and prevents over-charging after 
battery’s 100% charged. The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION is fully compatible to the latest USB 
quick charging standards, it provides 4 USB power ports with total output of 48W max and supports 
simultaneous quick charging of up to 4 power-hungry devices. The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN 
EDITION also provides a port-specific protection system for high-class safety of your devices: surge 
protection, short-circuit protection, over-temperature protection. And especially, the ZENTREE BLACK 
WOODEN EDITION is made of premium grade materials featuring the luxurious wooden design and top 
black cover, it is also backed with a power-efficient component circuitry to ensure the best quality you can 
get. 
 
The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION supports virtually any USB charged device. It’s been fully 
tested with Apple™ mobile and tablet devices, various Android™ mobile phones and tablets, various 
smartwatches, Bluetooth™ headsets, portable power banks, action cameras, GPS trackers and even bike 
lights. 
 
The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION conforms to FCC, CE-LVD, CE-EMC, DOE VI and carries a 
2-year warranty. 
 
“The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION is the next step in our revolutionary design concept of multi-
device charging. The 3D Tree Array Docking technology, the easy cabling system and the sleek 
homebrewed design all make it a perfect charging station for your smartphones and tablets”, said 
Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd. 
 
The ZENTREE BLACK WOODEN EDITION is available now and has a MSRP of USD 55 or Euro 46.50. 
 
If you are interested in reviewing this product, please email your inquiry.  
For further product information, please visit www.zentree.co 
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About GELID Solutions Ltd 
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and 
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, charger and other computer hardware for 
gamers and silent enthusiasts.  
www.gelidsolutions.com 
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